Early detection of melanoma by magnified visible-light imaging (dermoscopy) is hindered by lesions which mimic melanoma. Automatic discrimination of melanoma from mimics could allow detection of melanoma at an earlier stage. Seborrheic keratoses are common mimics; these have distinctive bright structures: starry milia-like cysts (MLCs). We report discrimination of MLCs from mimics by features extracted from starry MLC (star) candidates. After pre-processing, 2D template matching is optimized with respect to star template size, histogram pre-processing, and 2D statistics. The novel aspects of this research were new details for region of interest (ROI) analysis of the centers of the star candidate, a new method for determining shape of hazy objects and multiple template matching, using unprocessed ROIs, shape-limited ROIs, and histogram-equalized ROIs. Features retained in the final model for the decision MLC vs. mimic by logistic regression include star size, 2D first correlation coefficient, correlation coefficient to the star shape template, equalized correlation coefficient, relative star brightness, and statistical features at the star center. These methods allow optimization of MLC features found by 2D template correlation. This research confirms the importance of fine ROI features and ROI neighborhoods in medical imaging.
INTRODUCTION
Milia-Like Cysts (MLCs) are small white-to-ivory dermoscopic structures that are commonly seen in seborrheic keratoses (SKs) . Their presence in benign lesions makes MLCs an attractive target to distinguish melanomas from benign lesions (Braun et al., 2002) ; (Menzies et al., 2008) ; (Stricklin et al., 2011) . MLCs are classified as either starry or cloudy (Figure 1 ). Starry MLCs are < 1/3 mm in diameter, round and often appear like "stars on a misty night" (Stricklin et al., 2011) . Stricklin et al. found that starry MLCs had 90.5% sensitivity and 45.7% specificity for seborrheic keratosis (Stricklin et al., 2011) .
Analysis for automatic detection of these structures has not been reported. The most critical factor to aid detection is the brightness of these structures (Figure 1 ), followed in importance by size and shape.
IMAGES, PREPROCESSING

Data Sets and Images used
Sixty-six seborrheic keratoses and 34 melanomas acquired in the course of the study NIH CA153927-02A2 had MLC or MLC-mimicking structures. Contact, non-polarized dermoscopy images (3Gen, Dana Point CA) with 1024x768 resolution were used.
Lesion Processing, Noise Removal
As starry MLCs are white or yellow, the blue plane is chosen for maximum contrast (Lee, 2001) . The lesion border contours and hair masks were manually drawn as in Stoecker et al. (2005) . Bubbles were automatically detected by high intensity and sharp gradient; hairs were removed manually. (Stricklin et al., 2011) .
CANDIDATE STAR SELECTION
Block-by-Block Selection of Candidate Pixels
The lesion area is divided into 13 13 pixel blocks; block size was empirically determined-as large as possible for computational efficiency, with upper bound constrained by the need to minimize MLC loss due to multiple MLCs within a block. The brightest pixel in each block is chosen as the center for a candidate starry MLC (star).
Lesion Area Mean Intensity as Threshold
Since stars are brighter than their surroundings, the number of candidate stars can be additionally reduced using a mean threshold, optimized at 0.85  (lesion mean intensity). To avoid "salt and pepper" noise, a 3x3 mean filter was applied to the 3x3 neighborhood for each candidate pixel.
Rejecting Duplicate Candidates
If two candidate pixels occur in the same 13 13 block, the pixel with the highest intensity is designated as the candidate pixel and all other pixels are discarded.
STARRY MLC CHARACTERISTICS
To get more details about the star, the difference in intensity between consecutive concentric rings around the central pixel was calculated ( Figure 2 ). 
TEMPLATE MATCHING
The row vector method aided in star identification.
To remove numerous false positive star mimics, the candidate stars were correlated with a star template.
Correlation Coefficient and its Significance
Correlation has been used extensively for template matching. Let f(x,y) be an image. Let w(x,y) be an object of interest. If object w is present in f, the correlation will be maximized at the location where w finds a correspondence in f. Matching is performed using the correlation coefficient , :
where x = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . ., M-1, y = 0, 1, 2 . . ., N-1, M N is the size of f, is the mean value of pixels in w and ̅ is the mean value of the region that is coincident with the current location of w. All summations are taken over the coordinates common to both f and w. The calculated correlation coefficient γ(x,y) is scaled such that the maximum value is 1 and the minimum value is -1.
, is independent of amplitude in f and w (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002) . Since amplitudes are normalized, , depends only upon the match between shape and relative shading, as in Figure 2 . If the candidate star has a similar shape and shading to the star template, the correlation coefficient will be close to 1. For starry MLCs, 0.7 < , ≤ 1.
Correlation with Different Star Templates
Since 
Application of Range as a Threshold
All starry MLCs have a bright pixel at the center and radially decreasing intensity. The difference between maximum and minimum intensity, on the 0-1 intensity scale, for the 1111 center of the star was determined. From 66 SK images, the data regarding the relative variation in pixel intensities in star centers were calculated. To be considered for further processing, a star must have a difference between the maximum and minimum pixel intensity values in the 11 11 star center exceeding 0.14, 0.075 and 0.03, for star sizes 11, 17 and 23, respectively. To illustrate the power of the central range threshold in star elimination, a SK after the first correlation had 34 candidate stars, whereas after applying the range threshold for the 11 11 star center, only 10 candidate stars remained, with no true stars eliminated. For 100 training images, fewer than 5% of the true starry MLCs were rejected.
CANDIDATE STAR SHAPE ANALYSIS
Shape of the Starry MLC
Star outlines are somewhat hazy (Figure 2 ). The drop in the intensity values with a radial outwards progression was not constant for all directions and was not constant among starry MLCs. Therefore, smoothing with a 3x3 mean filter applied with a sliding window and histogram equalization were performed, and the star shape was all points within 10% of the average intensity of the smoothed, equalized object (Figure 3 ). Features analyzed included area, perimeter, roundness 4 ⁄ area), solidity, major and minor axis lengths, eccentricity, and major axis/equivalent diameter. 
Second Correlation with Shape of the Star
Once the shape is determined, an ideal elliptical or circular binary star template is created, matching shape and orientation. If the difference between the major and minor elliptical axis is less than two pixels, the shape is considered circular. The original star candidate is correlated with this ideal star template. This second correlation yields two significant outputs: 1) Scaled output, to normalize the effect of different candidate star sizes, with scaling factors respectively 6, 4, and 3 for 11x11, 17x17, and 23x23 star candidates and 2) the candidate star is histogram-equalized to better differentiate skin pores from starry MLCs.
LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Thirty-three parameters obtained by the preceding analysis were analyzed by the Statistical Analysis System (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The total number of candidate pixels analyzed by logistic regression was 1005 candidates from the seborrheic keratosis images and 473 candidates from the melanoma images. Significant features determined by logistic regression (Table I ) and the corresponding receiver operating characteristic curve (Figure 4 ) are displayed. The area under the ROC curve for MLC vs. mimic discrimination is 88.2%. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This research was conducted to correctly classify benign SKs based on automatically detected starry MLCs. Well-known image processing techniques were employed. Yet these techniques were employed in novel ways: 1) new details for region of interest (ROI) analysis of the centers of star candidates, 2) template matching for size determination, 3) a new method for determining shape of hazy objects, and 4) performance of multiple template correlations using unprocessed ROIs, shape-limited ROIs, and histogram-equalized ROIs. Other methods such as subtraction of a filtered image from the original image were attempted, i.e. the LaPlacian of Gaussian method as a "tuning" filter for the fineness of detection. However, the differences between star ROIs and mimics are so tiny that fine details such as central star range are needed. Because of the fine discriminations needed, no simple filter or set of simple blob feature suffices to discriminate starry MLCs, and subtle intra-blob features were required.
The accuracy and the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve show that the algorithm presented here can identify most starry MLCs and allow accurate classification. Future work could increase MLC detection accuracy and benign vs. melanoma discrimination by investigating the following: 1) using a larger number of images, 2) using finer gradation of MLC sizes, 3) finding features of MLC mimics, e.g.. scales, 4) improving bubble masks, and 5) using additional color planes.
